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On 6-8 November ХI International Trade Fair «Energy Efficiency. Renewable 

Energy-2018» – the leading event of the autumn, devoted to popularization of use of 

alternative energy sources, reduction of expenses for payment of fuel and energy resources and 
communal services, providing of energy efficiency of buildings and attraction of investments for 
implementation of energy-efficient projects in budget institutions – took place at the biggest 

exhibition platform (International Exhibition Centre, Ltd., 15, Brovarsky Avenue, Kyiv, 
Ukraine).      

Exhibition’s organizer: International Exhibition Centre, Ltd., with the support of the 
Ministry of Regional Development, Construction, Housing and Communal Services of Ukraine, 
Association of Ukrainian Cities. 

 
On the 6th of November in the exhibitions’ opening ceremony took part:  

•  Taras Tokarsky – Deputy Minister of Regional Development, Construction, Housing and 
Communal Services of Ukraine for European Integration Issues   

•  Iryna Ovcharenko – State Agency of Water Resources of Ukraine 

•  Oleksandr Slobozhan – Executive Director of the Association of Ukrainian Cities  

•  István Láng – General Manager of the General Directorate of Water Management of 
Hungary 

•  Anatoliy Tkachenko – General Manager of International Exhibition Centre, Ltd., other 
honorable guests.  

 
International Trade Fair «Energy Efficiency. Renewable Energy» once again 

became an active platform for demonstration of the best developments in the sphere of energy-

saving and renewable sources of energy. This year 81 company from 8 countries of the 
world (Austria, China, Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, Poland, Sweden and Ukraine) 
represented both own products and products of other countries as well (France, Great Britain, 

Israel, Spain, Japan, the Netherlands, Slovenia, South Korea, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, the 
USA and many others). 
 

Usage of renewable sources of energy  
long ago has become one of the most important criteria for development of the world 
community, because it promotes the sustainable development of cities, which due to solar, 

wind, biogas plants and small hydroelectric power plants can themselves provide electricity, 
reducing their costs and resource dependence.  

 

One of the most perspective directions for our country is the usage of solar energy. 
At this year’s exhibition were represented companies, working in this direction: 

 
 «ABC SOLAR», TM «ALTEK», «HELIOS 
STRATEGIA», «MTI», «ATMOSFERA», 
«BLUESUN SOLAR ENERGY TECH UKRAINE», 
«OCTOPUS ENERGY», «UNISOLAR SYSTEM» and 
many others. Moreover, «UNISOLAR SYSTEM» at 
its stand held presentation of the up-to-day products 

from the companies Jinko Solar (China) – one of the 
biggest world manufacturers of PV modules and ZCS 
Azzurro (Italy) – manufacturer of inverters of the 

latest generation.    
                                                    

Today solar energy is one of the most investment-attractive segments of the 
Ukrainian energy market, as evidenced by participation in the exhibition of the well-

known foreign companies:  



«BUSINESS PARTNER» (Italy), «PHOTOMATE» 
(Czech Republic), «PROFEC VENTUS» (Germany), 
«SHARP ELECTRONICS» (Germany), «WWS 
WASSERKRAFT» (Austria). Moreover, Czech company 

«PHOTOMATE» held within the framework of 
exhibition technical workshop: «Huawei inverters: 
unique technologies, effective approaches to design of 

sun power stations, installation and setup, capabilities of 
monitoring systems».  
 

The current stage of development of the new technologies for the production of electric energy 
from alternative sources clearly demonstrates good tendency to increase the share of 

alternative energy in total generation.  
 

The products represented at the exhibition were 
designed for both specialists and for a mass visitor. 

Thus, the novelty of this year   
was mobile application from company «PRANA», which 

caused the living interest of the audience, because ability 
to control ventilation system just from the screen of a 
smartphone – an important option for average user. 

Company «UTEM SOLAR» represented at the exhibition 
the concepts of three sets of equipment from standard 
monocrystalline panel with inverter to cosmic. 

 
 
 

At the stand of company «INAUT», which works under 
the Ukrainian trademark LOGICFOX, layout of energy-
efficient city aroused interest among visitors: 

implementation of energy-efficient technologies in order 
to reduce electricity consumption and promote the 
development of solar energy systems in the context of 

city.  
 

 
 
 

Energy-saving systems, ventilation and air-
conditioning, boiler equipment, rechargeable 
batteries and heat pumps were represented by 
companies:   
«JOHN GREAVES ENERGY», «ADS», «ACCUTRADE 
UKRAINE», «ACLIMA», «VO OWEN» 
«INTERENERGO ENGINEERING», «OPTIM», 
«PRANA PLATINUM», «UKRLISHOLDING», 
«FABRYKA TEPLA»,  «HEATPUMP» and many others.  

  
 

Annual participation in the exhibition of EMBASSY 
OF SWEDEN and EMBASSY OF AUSTRIA promotes the 

establishment of political, economic and cultural 
cooperation between countries and once again confirms 

the interest of the European companies in the Ukrainian 
market and prospects of doing business in Ukraine. The 
Swedish Embassy also cooperates with the IQ energy 

program, which is supported by a stimulating grant for a 
total amount of 15 million euros. It is provided by Fund 
Eastern Europe Energy Efficiency and Ecology 

Partnership.  



 

Full business program with the participation of high officials annually accompanies the 
exhibition «Energy Efficiency. Renewable Energy». Within the framework of Congress were 
highlighted the urgent issues of the present such as: ways of alternative sources of energy 

development, reconstruction of boiler plants, development of heat pump technologies, energy 
efficiency in medical institutions, results and perspectives of reforms in centralized heat supply, 
complex approach to thermal modernization of buildings and central heating systems, etc.  

Speakers of events of XIV International Congress «Institutional and Technical Aspects of 
Reforming of Housing and Communal Services» were: Hennadiy Zubko – Vice-Prime-Minister 
of Ukraine – Minister of Regional Development, Construction, Housing and Communal Services 

of Ukraine; Johannes Baur – the Head of the Department for External Assistance Programs 
«Economic cooperation, energy, infrastructure, environment and climate» Delegation of the 

European Union to Ukraine; Nicolas Guigas – Deputy Director of Swiss Cooperation Office; 
George Cristodoresku – Project Director of «Reforms in the sphere of energy efficiency in 
Ukraine», implemented by Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) 

GmbH; Diana Korsakaite – Head of the USAID Project «Municipal Energy Reform in Ukraine»; 
Dmytro Andrievsky – People’s Deputy of Ukraine, Deputy Chairman of the Parliamentary 
Committee on Construction, Urban Development, Housing and Communal Services and 

Regional Policy and many others.  
According to Hennadiy Zubko, all necessary legislative bases have been actually 

adopted for modernization of residential sector. It’s not just about carrying out of measures on 

energy efficiency and heat-modernization in residential buildings, but also repair of housing 
stock, modernization of centralized heating systems, boiler-houses, development of a new city 
heating supply system. At the opening of International Congress and exhibitions Taras 
Tokarsky noted, that Ministry of Regional Development, Construction, Housing and 
Communal Services of Ukraine gradually moves towards implementation of energy efficiency 
reform in the sphere of housing and communal sector. This year a number of important 

normative-legal acts were adopted, which promote increase of energy efficiency in buildings 
and introduction of accounting of energy resources consumption.    

Business program  
 
ХI International Trade Fair «Energy Efficiency. Renewable Energy-2018» 

traditionally took place simultaneously with the related exhibitions: 

«CommunTech/RoadTechExpo», «AQUA UKRAINE», «EuroBuildExpo», «Industrial 
Ecology», which in turn contributed to expanding the target audience of visitors.  

Authoritative structure of participants and full business program of exhibitions gives an 

opportunity for local governments, communal and business companies to exchange experience 
and get acquainted with the powerful potential of energy-efficient and resource-saving up-to-
day technologies, equipment and materials, which are represented by the leading domestic and 

foreign manufacturers and product suppliers. 
This year International Exhibition Centre united under its roof 342 companies from 

18 countries of the world at the area of nearly 16 500 m2. The total number of guests 

was over 8 500. Such numbers confirm the importance of conducting of above-named events 
and a positive growth trend of numerical and geographical circle of participants and visitors-
specialists.  

Simultaneous conducting of the above mentioned complex of trade fairs with international 
exhibitions «Power Engineering for Industry», «Mining Industry Expo», «OilGasExpo» and 
«Electro Install» gave an opportunity to increase the circle of visitors (more than 14 000), to 

get acquainted with the novelties of the branches, communicate with the representatives of the 
Ukrainian and foreign companies, get the latest information and establish a long-term business 
relations. 

 

 

 

 

 



STATISTICS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Field of the Company’s Activity, % 

Power engineering and heat supply 21.2 

Housing and communal services 17.7 

Building and projector 13.6 

Woodworking  11.1 

Engineering 10.6 

Agroindustrial complex 9.4 

Scientific and educational institutions  4.4 

Central and local authorities, other authorities  3.8 

Transport  3.7 

Public organizations 2.9 

Other 1.6 

 

Topics Which Were Interesting for Visitors, % 

Solar panels, collectors 24.5 

Boiler equipment  18.3 

Alternative types of fuel 16.7 

Heat transfer equipment 14.2 

Energy-saving lighting  12.7 

Wind turbines 10.2 

Other 3.4 

 

 


